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Abstract: We review and investigate different aspects of scalar fields in supergravity the-
ories both when they parametrize symmetric spaces and when they parametrize spaces of
special holonomy which are not necessarily symmetric (Ka¨hler and Quaternionic-Ka¨hler
spaces): their roˆle in the definition of derivatives of the fermions covariant under the
R-symmetry group and (in gauged supergravities) under some gauge group, their dualiza-
tion into (d− 2)-forms, their role in the supersymmetry transformation rules (via fermion
shifts, for instance) etc. We find a general definition of momentum map that applies to
any manifold admitting a Killing vector and coincides with those of the holomorphic and
tri-holomorphic momentum maps in Ka¨hler and quaternionic-Ka¨hler spaces and with an
independent definition that can be given in symmetric spaces. We show how the momen-
tum map occurs ubiquitously: in gauge-covariant derivatives of fermions, in fermion shifts,
in the supersymmetry transformation rules of (d − 2)-forms etc. We also give the gen-
eral structure of the Noether-Gaillard-Zumino conserved currents in theories with fields of
different ranks in any dimension.
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One of the main features of supergravity theories is the presence of scalar fields. In many
cases this presence can be traced to a compactification of some higher-dimensional super-
gravity theory and, then, the scalars encode a great deal of information about the moduli
space of the compactification. In gauged supergravity theories, the scalar potential gives
rise to symmetry and supersymmetry breaking and identify possible vacua, and can be
used to construct inflationary models. Furthermore, the gravitating solutions of super-
gravity theories can (or must, depending on the case) have active scalars. For instance, the
supergravity generalizations of the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole have them, giving rise
to very interesting phenomena such as the attractor mechanism [1–4]. Actually, the fact
that their values at infinity (which can be interpreted as their vacuum expectation values)
do not occur in the charged black-hole entropy formula [5] is, certainly, a major indication
of the existence of a microscopic interpretation for the black-hole entropy. On top of this,
the relation of the scalars with compactification moduli plays a fundamental roˆle in the
microscopic interpretation of the black-hole entropy in the context of string theory [6]. But
there are solutions much more directly related to scalar fields: these are the domain walls
and the (d− 3)-brane solutions. We will discuss the latter later.
Scalar fields are, therefore, not just a nuisance one has to live with in supergravity,
but a blessing, a fantastic tool whose use one has to master, in spite of the fact that, so
far, we have only found one scalar field in Nature.
Scalar fields can be coupled non-linearly among themselves (non-linear σ-models and
scalar potentials) or to other fields (scalar-dependent kinetic matrices) in very simple ways,
without having to include terms of higher-orders in derivatives, because their transforma-
tions do not contain spacetime derivatives (even if they couple to a gauge field). Using this
property one can rewrite theories of higher-order in derivatives of other fields (for instance,
theories of gravity with corrections of higher-order in curvature) as standard quadratic
theories with couplings to scalar fields. A well-known example is the equivalence between
f(R) theories of gravity and Jordan-Brans-Dicke scalar-tensor theories of gravity.
This versatility of scalar fields comes at a price, though, and the non-linearities create
their own problems. In this paper we want to address specially one of them: that of the
dualization of scalars into (d− 2)-form potentials.
A it is well known, supergravity theories, as the low-energy, effective field-theory lim-
its of superstring theories, contain a great deal of information about the p-dimensional
extended objects (branes) that occur in the latter. This information is encoded in the
(p + 1)-form potentials they electrically couple to. For p ≤ d/2 − 2, these fields appear
in the supergravity action as fundamental fields. For higher values, though, one has to
consider their electric-magnetic duals.
In most cases, the supergravity theory cannot be completely reformulated in terms
of the dual supergravity fields: even their field strengths can only be defined using the

















the so-called “democratic formulations” [7] or PST-type duality-symmetric actions [8, 9]
constructed with the use of Pasti-Sorokin-Tonin approach [11, 12].1
The technical reason is that, typically, the supergravity action contains potentials
without derivatives and the standard procedure for dualization requires, as a first step,
the replacement of the potentials by their field strengths as independent variables in the
action. This problem is more acute for scalar fields, because they generically appear without
derivatives in the σ-model metric and in the kinetic matrices.
When the σ-model metric admits an isometry, it is possible to make it independent
of the associated scalar coordinate by a change of variables. If the isometry is a global
symmetry of the theory, the kinetic matrices may also be independent of that scalar too
and, then, one could dualize it into a (d−2)-form potential. One could repeat the procedure
for additional commuting isometries but most σ-models do not have as many commuting
isometries as scalar fields, even if they have more isometries than scalar fields, as it happens
in N > 2, d = 4 supergravities, whose scalars parametrize symmetric Riemannian spaces.
How should one proceed in that case?
An additional problem is that we expect the dualization procedure to preserve all
the duality symmetries of the theory, i.e. all the symmetries of the equations of motion,
including those that do not leave the action invariant. This implies that it is not enough to
dualize the scalars (even if possible), since they do not transform in linear representations
of the duality group and the dual (d− 2)-form potentials can only transform linearly.
The basic idea to solve this problem was proposed in ref. [13] for the case of the
SL(2,R)/SO(2) σ-model that occurs in N = 2B, d = 10 supergravity (as well as in many
other theories): the objects to be dualized are not the scalars but the Noether 1-forms
jA = jAµdx
µ associated to the symmetry.2 In a background metric gµν , these are related
to the Noether current densities jµA satisfying on-shell the continuity equation
∂µj
µ




In terms of the Noether 1-forms, the continuity equations take the form
d ⋆ jA = 0 , (1.3)
and can be locally solved by introducing (d− 2)-form potentials BA so that
⋆ jA = dBA . (1.4)
1Observe that the democratic formulation of ref. [7] does not have manifest SL(2,R) invariance in the
IIB sector because only the RR 6- and 8-forms are considered and they are part of a doublet and a triplet.
In this sense it is incomplete. The more complicated PST-type type IIB supergravity action of [9] contains
the complete set of higher forms.


















The (d − 2)-form fields BA are the duals of the scalars.3 In the kind of theories we
are interested in, the numbers of scalars and (d − 2)-forms do not coincide in general
because there are more global symmetries than scalars. However, there are constraints to
be taken into account that reduce the number of independent dynamical degrees of freedom
associated to the latter, as we will see.
When the scalars couple to other fields, these must transform under the global symme-
tries of the σ-model as well. Some of the transformations may be electric-magnetic dualities
and only the equations of motion will be left invariant by them. Accordingly, there are
no Noether currents for those transformations. As shown in ref. [14], in the 4-dimensional
case it is always possible to use the Noether-Gaillard-Zumino (NGZ) 1-forms [16] which
are conserved on-shell, to define the 2-forms BA. We will study the higher-dimensional,
higher-rank analog of the NGZ 1-forms in section 5.
In order to describe systematically the procedure, it is convenient to start by review-
ing the construction of the metrics, Killing vectors, Vielbeins and connection 1-forms etc.
in symmetric spaces, since this is the kind of target spaces that occurs in most extended
supergravities. We will do this in section 2. In the process we will (re-) discover structures
which appear in the gauging of the theories (specially in the supersymmetric case) (covari-
ant derivatives, fermion shifts etc.) In particular, we are going to see that in all symmetric
spaces there exists a generalization of the holomorphic and triholomorphic momentum
maps associated to the Ka¨hler-Hodge and quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifolds of N = 1, 2 su-
pergravities in d = 4 dimensions (reviewed in the appendices) which play exactly the same
roˆle in the construction of the gauge-covariant derivatives of fermions, in the fermion shifts
of the supersymmetry transformation rules of gauged supergravities and also in the su-
persymmetry transformation rules of the (d − 2)-forms dual to the NGZ currents. These
generalizations share the same properties and deserve to be called momentum maps as well.
Furthermore, we are also going to give an even more general definition of momen-
tum map (section 2.1.2), valid for any manifold admitting one isometry, showing that in
symmetric spaces, Ka¨hler-Hodge or quaternionic-Ka¨hler spaces our general definition is
equivalent to the standard one. This is one of the main results of this paper.
To end section 2 we will review some well-known examples which will be useful in
what follows.
In section 3 we address the dualization of the scalars of a symmetric σ-model into
(d−2)-form potentials along the lines explained before. Then, in section 4 we will consider
the case in which the scalars of the symmetric σ-model are coupled to the vector fields of a
generic 4-dimensional field theory of the kind considered by Gaillard and Zumino in ref. [16],
introducing the NGZ current 1-form and studying its dualization into 2-forms. We will also
consider there (section 4.1.1) the general form of the supersymmetry transformations of the
2-forms and the roˆle played in them by the momentum map. It is because of this roˆle that
we expect the tensions of the strings that couple to the 2-forms to be determined by the
3Actually, using the embedding-tensor formalism, it can be argued that the (d − 2)-form potentials of
any field theory transform in the adjoint representation of the global symmetry group [14, 15]. Some of the


















momentum map (section 4.1.2). We will also show how the momentum map occurs in the
fermion shifts of the supersymmetry transformation rules of the fermions of 4-dimensional
extended supergravities (section 4.1.3).
The higher-dimensional case in which the scalars are also coupled to potentials of differ-
ent and higher ranks will be considered in section 5 and we will show through examples that
the equation of conservation of the generalized NGZ current 1-form has a universal form.
Our conclusions are contained in section 6.
2 Review of symmetric σ-models
Let us consider4 a homogeneous space M on which the Lie group G acts transitively, and
where H⊂G, topologically closed, is the isotropy subgroup. Then M is homeomorphic to
the coset space G/H of equivalence classes under right multiplication by elements of H
{gH} (G acts from the left on these equivalence classes) and can be given the structure of
a manifold of dimension dim G−dim H. Furthermore, G can be seen as a principal bundle
with base space M=G/H, structure group H, and projection G→ G/H.
In any homogeneous space G/H, the Lie algebra of G, as a vector space, can be
decomposed as the direct sum g = h ⊕ k, where h is the Lie subalgebra of H and k is its
orthogonal complement. By definition of subalgebra
[h, h] ⊂ h. (2.1)
G/H is said to be a reductive homogenous space if
[k, h] ⊂ k, (2.2)
which means that k is a representation space of H. Finally, G/H is said to be symmetric
and (k, h) is called a symmetric pair if it is reductive and
[k, k] ⊂ h. (2.3)
The two components of a symmetric pair are mutually orthogonal with respect to the
Killing metric which is block-diagonal.
Now, if G/H is a symmetric space (G connected, and H compact) and there is a
G-invariant metric defined on it, then it is Riemannian symmetric space.
The metrics of the scalar σ-models that appear in all supergravities in d ≥ 4 dimensions
with more than 8 supercharges are the metrics of some Riemannian symmetric space. The
metrics and the kinetic terms can be constructed using a G/H coset representative or by
using a generic element of G and gauging an H subgroup. Let us start by reviewing the
first method.



















Let us introduce some notation: we denote by {TA}, {Mi} and {Pa} (where A,B, . . . =
1, . . ., dimG, i, j, . . . = 1, . . ., dimH and a, b, . . . = 1, . . ., d ≡ dimG − dimH), three bases
of, respectively, g, h and k with {TA} = {Mi} ∪ {Pa} (see refs. [23, 24] and also ref. [25]).
The structure constants are defined by
[TA, TB] = fAB
CTC , (2.4)
and, by definition of symmetric space, the only non-vanishing components are
[Mi,Mj ] = fij
kMk , [Pa,Mi] = fai
bPb , [Pa, Pb] = fab
iMi . (2.5)
The adjoint representation of g is defined by the matrices
ΓAdj(TA)
B
C ≡ fACB , (2.6)






provide another representation of h with representation space k.
Only the diagonal blocks of the the Killing metric
KAB ≡ Tr [ΓAdj(TA)ΓAdj(TA)] = fACDfBDC , (2.8)
Kab and Kij are non-vanishing (Kai = 0). Kij is the restriction of the Killing metric
5 of G
to H and, for the kind of groups we are considering, it is proportional to the Killing metric
of H.6 Under the adjoint action of G, defined by
g−1TAg ≡ TBΓAdj(g−1)BA , (2.9)

















Let us denote by u(φ) = u(φ1, . . ., φd) a coset representative of G/H in some local
coordinate patch. In practice it will be a matrix transforming in some representation r
of G. The scalar fields of the σ-model will be mappings from spacetime to G/H expressed
in these coordinates as the functions φm(x). Under a left transformation g ∈G, u(φ)
transforms into another element of G, which becomes a coset representative u(φ′) only
after a right transformation with the inverse of h ∈H, that is (see refs. [19–22])
gu(φ) = u(φ′)h . (2.12)




























For a given choice of coset representative u, h will depend on g and φ, but we will not
indicate explicitly that dependence.
The left-invariant Maurer-Cartan 1-form V ∈ g and can be expanded as follows:7
V ≡ −u−1du = eaPa + ϑiMi . (2.13)
The ea components can be used as Vielbeins in G/H and the ϑi components play the role
of connection.8 The Maurer-Cartan equations satisfied by V (dV − V ∧ V = 0) take the
following form in terms of the above 1-form components:
dea − ϑi ∧ ebfiba = 0 , (2.14)
dϑi − 1
2
ϑj ∧ ϑkfjki − 1
2
eb ∧ ecfbci = 0 . (2.15)
Comparing the first of these equations with Cartan’s structure equation with vanishing
torsion Dea = dea + ωba ∧ eb = 0 we find the connection 1-form
ωb
a = −ϑifiba , (2.16)
which also justifies the identification of ϑi with a connection. The curvature 2-form of this
connection is, from the definition
Rb
a(ω) = −R(ϑ)ifiba , where R(ϑ)i ≡ dϑi − 1
2
ϑj ∧ ϑkfjki . (2.17)




eb ∧ ecfbci , Rba(ω) = −1
2
ed ∧ eefdeifiba . (2.18)
We have defined a Vielbein basis and an affine connection on G/H, but we have not
defined a Riemannian metric yet. We can do so if we are provided with a metric gab on k:
ds2 = gabe
a ⊗ eb = gabeamebndφmdφn ≡ Gmn(φ)dφmdφn . (2.19)






Gmn(φ)dφm ∧ ⋆dφn . (2.20)
In order to construct a Riemannian symmetric σ-model the metric Gmn(φ) must be in-
variant under the left action of G. Under the left multiplication by g ∈G, u(φ′) = gu(φ)h−1,
and the components of the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan 1-form transform in the adjoint
representation of H (the ϑi as a connection of H):{




ϑi(φ′) = (hϑ(φ)h−1)i + (dhh−1)i ,
(2.21)
7The elements of the basis of k and h will be in the representation r in which u transforms. However,
for the sake of simplicity, we will write Pa instead of Γr(Pa) etc. whenever this does not lead to confusion.

















where e(φ) = ea(φ)Pa and ϑ(φ) = ϑ
i(φ)Mi. Infinitesimally,
h ∼ 1 + σi(φ)Mi , ⇒ ea(φ′) ∼ ea(φ) + σi(φ)fibaeb(φ) , (2.22)
and the Riemannian metric Gmn(φ) will be invariant under the left action of G if the metric
gab on k is H-invariant:
fi(a
cgb)c = 0 . (2.23)
In all the relevant cases we can set gab ∝ Kab, the projection on k of the Killing metric
and we will do so from now on. More precisely, we will use this normalization:9
gab = Tr [PaPb] . (2.24)
Observe that the H-invariance of gab eq. (2.23) automatically guarantees that the
torsionless connection ωb
a in eq. (2.16) is metric-compatible and, therefore, it is the Levi-
Civita connection of the above metric.
In addition to the isometries corresponding to the left action of G, with Killing vectors
kA, the resulting Riemannian metric is also invariant under the right action of N(H)/H,
N(H) being the normalizer of H in G. The Killing vectors associated to the latter are just the
vectors ea dual to the horizontal Maurer-Cartan 1-forms in the directions of N(H)/H [17].
Our next task is to find the general expression of the Killing vectors kA which defines
the transformation rule of the Goldstone fields. From the infinitesimal version of gu(φ) =
u(φ′)h with
g = 1 + σATA ,
h = 1− σAWAiMi ,




i is known as the H-compensator, we get after some straightforward manipulations
kA
a = −ΓAdj(u−1(φ))aA , (2.26)
WA
i = −kAmϑim − PAi , (2.27)
where we have defined the momentum map PA
i
PA








and it plays a crucial role in the gauging of the global symmetry group G, as we are going
to see below.

















2.1.1 H-covariant derivatives and the momentum map
With the objects that we have found we can construct H-covariant derivatives and H-
covariant Lie derivatives, which transform covariantly under the compensating H transfor-
mations associated to global G transformations. Let us start by discussing the former.
In supergravity theories, H coincides with the R-symmetry group, under which all
the fermions transform, and, therefore, all the derivatives of fermions must be H-covariant
derivatives. Under a global G transformation of the scalars, these spacetime fields undergo
an H scalar-dependent, compensating transformation that can be contravariant ξ′ = Γs(h)ξ,
or covariant, ψ′ = ψΓs(h
−1), in some representation s of H. For those fields, with the
help of the pullback over the spacetime of the H connection ϑimdφ
m,10 (see the second of
eqs. (2.21)), we define the H-covariant11 derivative by
Dξ ≡ dξ − ϑiΓs(Mi)ξ , Dψ ≡ dψ + ψϑiΓs(Mi) . (2.30)
The H-covariant derivative satisfies the Ricci identities
D2ξ = −R(ϑ)iΓs(Mi)ξ , D2ψ = ψR(ϑ)iΓs(Mi) , (2.31)


















we find that the momentum map that we have defined above satisfies the equivariance
condition
DAPBi −DBPAi − kAakBbfabi + PAjPBkfjki = fABCPCi , (2.33)
where DA = kAmDm. Using the explicit form of the curvature eq. (2.18) it is easy to derive
the following equation, which is sometimes used as definition of the momentum map
DmPAi = −Rmni(ϑ)kAn . (2.34)
One is often interested in gauging the global symmetry group G (or a subgroup of G),
making the supergravity theory invariant under transformations of the form eq. (2.25) with
parameters σA which are promoted to arbitrary spacetime functions σA(x). Under these
transformations, the pullback of the second equation of (2.21) acquires an additional term
and the (spacetime pullback of) above H-covariant derivatives do not transform covariantly
anymore. As usual, it is necessary to introduce spacetime 1-forms AA and modify the above
covariant derivatives as follows:12
Dξ ≡ dξ − (AAPAi + ϑi)Γs(Mi)ξ , Dψ ≡ dψ + ψ (AAPAi + ϑi)Γs(Mi) . (2.35)
10We will denote the pullback with the same symbol, ϑi when this does not lead to confusion.
11In spite of the name, which is, admittedly, misleading, there is no true gauge symmetry in this con-
struction. The H-transformations are not arbitrary functions of the spacetime coordinates. Neither they
are arbitrary functions of the scalar fields (the coordinates on G/H). The only arbitrary parameters in these
transformations are the global parameters of the G transformation that needs to be compensated to go back
to the coset representative.
12Here we will not concern ourselves with the problem of matching the rank of the subgroup of G to be
gauged with the number of 1-forms available in the supergravity theory. In general this requires the explicit

















The structure of these gauge covariant derivatives is identical to the covariant deriva-
tives that occur in gauged N = 1, 2 supergravities,13 even if the scalar manifolds (Ka¨hler-
Hodge and quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifolds) are no coset spaces: the spinors of these theories
transform under U(1) Ka¨hler transformations and the Ka¨hler 1-form connection plays the
role of ϑ in eq. (2.30). In N = 2 theories with hypermultiplets, the spinors also transform
under SU(2) compensating transformations and the pullback of the SU(2) connection of
the quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifold plays the role of ϑ. Associated to these symmetries there
are holomorphic and tri-holomorphic momentum maps which play the same role as PA
i. A
more detailed comparison between these structures and the ones that arise in symmetric
spaces can be found in the appendices.
Observe that these covariant derivatives cannot be obtained by the often-used (but
generally wrong) replacement of the pullback by the “covariant pullback” of the H connec-
tion ϑi in eqs. (2.30)
ϑimdφ
m → ϑimDφm , (2.36)
where
Dφm ≡ dφm −AAkAm , (2.37)










and the H-compensator does not vanish in general. Something similar happens in the
Ka¨hler-Hodge and quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifolds of N = 1, 2, d = 4 supergravities [18, 26].
Using the identity eq. (2.34) and other results derived in this section one can compute
the Ricci identities for the D covariant derivative










FA = dAA − 1
2
fBC
AAB ∧AC . (2.40)
2.1.2 A more basic definition of the momentum map
Let us consider a d Riemannian manifold M ,14 not necessarily symmetric, but admitting
a set of Killing vectors kA
a, that is
∇(a|kA |b) = 0 , (2.41)
where ∇a is the Levi-Civita covariant derivative. To each Killing vector one can associate
an infinitesimal rotation in tangent space generated by
PA
b
a ≡ ∇akAb . (2.42)
13See, for instance, refs. [18, 26, 27].

















The antisymmetry of PAab = gacPA
c
a follows from the Killing equation. Let {Mi} be
a basis of the Lie algebra of the holonomy group of M. Generically it will be SO(d) but
for spaces of special holonomy it will be some subgroup H ⊂ SO(d). In particular, for
Riemannian homogeneous spaces G/H, the holonomy group is precisely H. We can, then,
decompose PA
b
a in that basis, defining at the same time the coefficients as the components
of the momentum map
PA
b
a ≡ PAiΓ(Mi)ba . (2.43)
It is not hard to show using the explicit expressions for the Killing vectors and con-
nection eqs. (2.26) and (2.16) that the momentum map we have just defined reduces to the
one defined in eq. (2.28) for symmetric spaces. Furthermore, using the general identity for
Killing vectors
∇a∇bkAc = kAdRdabc , ⇒ ∇aPAcb = kAdRdabc , (2.44)
and decomposing both sides of this equation in the basis of the holonomy algebra,15 we get
a general version of eq. (2.34)
∇aPAi = kAdRdai(ϑ) . (2.46)






b − kAckBdRcdab . (2.47)













and, when gauging the isometry group, these compensating transformations must be taken
into account in the construction of the covariant derivative, which is given by
Dmψ









This covariant derivative reduces to the H-covariant derivative in eq. (2.35) for sym-
metric spaces. The above definition can be generalized to objects transforming in other







where the minus sign is chosen to match the sign of the H-curvature R(ϑ) in symmetric spaces.
16These variables arise naturally in N = 1 supersymmetric mechanics where one introduces d scalar
multiplets xm + θemaψ

















2.1.3 H-covariant Lie derivatives
The H-compensator can be understood as the “local” parameter of the H compensating
transformation associated to the infinitesimal G transformation generated by TA or the
Killing vector kA. To study the behavior under G global transformations of fields trans-
forming under these H compensating transformations (something usually done through the
Lie derivative) it is necessary to take into account the latter. This requires an H-covariant
generalization of the standard Lie derivative with respect to the Killing vector kA denoted
by LkA .
17 The equivariance property of the H-compensator
LkAWBi − LkBWAi +WAjWBkfjki = fABCWCi , (2.51)
plays an essential role.
On fields transforming contravariantly ξ′ = Γs(h)ξ, or covariantly ψ
′ = ψΓs(h
−1), the
H-covariant derivative is defined by
LkAξ ≡ LkAξ +WAiΓs(Mi)ξ , LkAψ ≡ LkAψ − ψWAiΓs(Mi) . (2.52)
The main properties satisfied by this derivative are
[LkA ,LkB ] = L[kA,kB ] , (2.53)
LkAe
a = 0 , (2.54)
LkAu = LkAu− uWAiMi = TAu . (2.55)
Infinitesimally, the H connection ϑi transforms with the H-covariant derivative of the
transformation parameters. Thus, an appropriate definition for its H-covariant Lie deriva-
tive would be
LkAϑ
i ≡ LkAϑi +DWAi . (2.56)
Using the definitions and eq. (2.34), one can show that
LkAϑ
i = 0 . (2.57)
2.1.4 Final remarks
The H-covariant derivative of u(φ), which transforms covariantly in some representation r,
is, according to the definition




= −ueaPa , (2.58)
where we have used the expansion of the Maurer-Cartan 1-form eq. (2.13).
17See ref. [18], which we follow here, and references therein. One could define the H-covariant Lie deriva-

















We can use this result to obtain a very convenient expression of the action of the σ-
model directly in terms of the coset representative u(φ), which transforms linearly under





Tr[u−1Du ∧ ⋆u−1Du] . (2.60)
The invariance under the left action of G on the coset representative is manifest in
this form. This expression connects this approach with the approach that we are going to
review in the next section.
To end this section, when the coset space is of the kind SL(n)/SO(n), there is an
alternative but completely equivalent construction which is often used in supergravity.19
One defines the symmetric and H-invariant matrix
M ≡ uuT , M′ = M(φ′) = gM(φ)gT , (2.61)
and choosing a basis in which the Pa are symmetric matrices and theMi are antisymmetric,
it is not difficult to show that
Tr[M−1dM∧ ⋆M−1dM] = 2Tr[u−1Du ∧ ⋆u−1Du] . (2.62)
The equations of motion from this action are obtained much more easily from the
formulation that we are going to discuss in the next section because one does not have to
deal with the scalar dependence of the connection ϑi.
2.2 Gauging of an H subgroup
σ-models on coset spaces G/H are often constructed by gauging a subgroup H of a σ-model





Tr[u−1du ∧ ⋆u−1du] , (2.63)
where u(ϕ) = u(ϕ1, · · · , ϕdimG) is now a generic element of the group G in some repre-
sentation r and in some local coordinate patch that contains the identity. This action is
invariant under the left and right (global) action of the group G and, therefore, its global
symmetry group is G×G.
Now we want to gauge a subgroup H of the right symmetry group, under which
u′ = uh−1(x). Here h(x) stands for an arbitrary function of the spacetime coordinates
that gives an element of H at each point. Such a function can be constructed by exponenti-
ation of a linear combination the generators of h with coefficients σi(x) which are arbitrary
functions of the spacetime coordinates. After gauging, the global symmetry group will be
broken to G×H.





Tr[Duu−1 ∧ ⋆Duu−1] . (2.59)

















We introduce an h-valued spacetime gauge field A = Aiµdx
µMi transforming exactly
as the ϑi components of the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan 1-form of G/H eq. (2.21) and the
H-covariant derivative
Du ≡ du+ uA , (2.64)
and we simply replace the exterior derivative d by D in the action eq. (2.63) without adding





Tr[u−1Du ∧ ⋆u−1Du] . (2.65)
The gauged action describes only d =dim G−dim H degrees of freedom: on general
grounds we expect that the gauge symmetry can be used to eliminate dim H of the scalars
ϕx, x = 1, . . . ,dim G, from the action, leaving only those that parametrize the coset space
G/H, that we have denoted by φm.20 This is the so-called unitary gauge. As we are going
to see, only d of the scalar equations of motion are independent, in complete agreement
with the general expectation.





−1Du] = 0 , (2.66)
and the solution is
Ai = V i , (2.67)
where V = −u−1du is the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan 1-form in G. In the unitary gauge,
V depends only on the physical scalars φm and becomes, automatically, the left-invariant
Maurer-Cartan 1-form in G/H, so V i = ϑi.
This solution can be substituted in the above action: this substitution Ai = V i(ϕ) and
the derivation of the equations of motion for the scalars from the action are two operations
that commute and the final result is the same. As a matter of fact, after the substitution,
















but the second term vanishes identically.
In the unitary gauge, after the substitution Ai = V i = ϑi(φ) we recover the action
eq. (2.60). Classically, these two formulations are completely equivalent. However, in this
formulation the scalar equations of motion are easier to derive because we have just shown
that we can ignore the variations of the connection with respect to the scalars.




ATr[TAD ⋆ (u−1Du)] = 0 . (2.69)
20The representation of the coset element by a group element defined modulo H-transformations is also
characteristic of the harmonic superspace approach [25, 30] as well as of the spinor moving frame formal-

















The invariance under local, right, H-transformations implies, according to Noether’s
second theorem, the following dimH Noether identities relating the scalar equations of
motion:
Tr[MiD ⋆ (u−1Du)] = 0 . (2.70)
These are off-shell identities and are also valid in the unitary gauge after the substitution
Ai = ϑi. Therefore, they are valid in the case discussed in the previous section.
Taking into account the gauge identities the only non-trivial equations of motion are
those of the physical scalars φm, which take the form
δSGauged
δφm
= eamTr[PaD ⋆ (u−1Du)] = eamgabD ⋆ eb = 0 . (2.71)
2.3 Examples
In this subsection we are going to review a few examples which we will use repeatedly in
what follows:
1. The SL(2,R)/SO(2) coset space, which occurs in many supergravities: N =2B, d=10
supergravity (the effective field theory of the type IIB superstring) N = 2, d = 9, 8
supergravity (obtained from the former by toroidal dimensional reduction), N = 4,
d = 4 supergravity (the effective field theory of the heterotic string compactified
on a six torus), and in many truncations of the maximal supergravities in diverse
dimensions. In N = 2B, d = 10 supergravity the scalar fields that parametrize
this coset are the dilaton ϕ and RR 0-form χ, combined into the axidilaton field
τ = χ + ie−ϕ (see eq. (2.76) below). In N = 4, d = 4 supergravity the fields are the
4-dimensional dilaton φ and the dual of the 4-dimensional Kalb-Ramond 2-form a
and τ = a+ ie−2φ.
2. The SU(1, 1)/U(1) coset, which is an often used completely equivalent alternative
form of the SL(2,R)/SO(2) coset space: constructed by Schwartz in the SU(1, 1)
formulation [34–36] and rewritten in the SL(2,R) formulation in which the dilaton and
RR 0-form appear more naturally in ref. [37]. The supersymmetry transformations
of all the fields of N = 2B, d = 10 supergravity, including the 8-forms dual to
the dilaton and RR 0-form, were given in the SU(1, 1) formulation in refs. [38, 39]
and [9]. In section 5.1.3 we are going to study the dualization of the scalars and the
supersymmetry transformations of the dual 8-form fields proposed in that reference
from the geometrical point of view taken here.
3. The E7(+7)/SU(8) coset space of N = 8, d = 4 supergravity.
2.3.1 SL(2,R)/SO(2)
The group SL(2,R) is isomorphic to SO(2, 1). The Lie brackets of the three generators
{TA} can be conveniently written in the form

















where Q = diag(+ + −). A 2-dimensional representation (the one we are going to work




σ3 , T2 =
1
2




where the σis are the standard Hermitian, traceless, Pauli matrices satisfying σiσj =
δij + iεijkσk. The Killing metric is
KAB = −2QAB , and gAB = Tr(TATB) = 1
2
QAB . (2.74)

















 , where τ ≡ χ+ ie−ϕ , (2.76)
is sometimes called the axidilaton field.







 ∈ SL(2,R) , so ad− bc = 1 , h =

 cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

 ∈ SO(2) . (2.77)
In order to preserve the upper-triangular form of the coset representative u, the compen-





and this completely determines the transformation rules for the coordinates ϕ, χ: in terms





The generators Pa,M are
P1,2 ≡ T1,2 , M ≡ T3 . (2.80)
The components of the left-invariant MC 1-form in the above basis are given by































−χ 12eϕ(1− |τ |2) + e−ϕ −12eϕ(1− |τ |2)
−χ −12eϕ(1 + |τ |2) + e−ϕ −12eϕ(1 + |τ |2)

 . (2.83)










ϕ(1− |τ |2) + e−ϕ 12eϕ(1 + |τ |2)− e−ϕ
eϕχ 12e
ϕ(1− |τ |2) 12eϕ(1 + |τ |2)

 . (2.84)
are the two components of each of the three Killing vectors, while the third row gives the
three components of the momentum map (one for each isometry). Using the Vierbeins,
and in terms of ∂τ =
1
2(∂χ+ ie
ϕ∂ϕ) we get the following explicit expressions for the Killing
vectors, momentum map and H-compensator
k1 = τ∂τ + c.c. , k2 =
1
2
(1− τ2)∂τ + c.c. , k3 = 1
2






eϕ(1− |τ |2) , 1
2














+ c.c. , (2.87)
2.3.2 SU(1, 1)/U(1)






, |a|2 − |b|2 = 1 . (2.88)
U(1) acts on these two complex numbers by multiplication (a, b) → e−iϕ(a, b). There-







It is customary to introduce the vectors V α±, α = 1, 2 where the subindices +,− refer
to the U(1) weight
u ≡ (V α−V α+) , ⇒ (V α+)∗ = σ1αβV β− . (2.90)
In terms of these vectors the constraint |a|2 − |b|2 = 1 takes the form
V α−V
β

















This constraint can be solved by a complex number z and a real one ξ

a = cosh ρ+ iξ sinh ρρ ,
b = z cosh ρ ,
where ξ2 = |z|2 ρ
2
tanh2 ρ
− ρ2 . (2.92)
In these coordinates the general SU(1, 1) matrix u behaves near the origin as
u ∼ 12×2 + ξ iσ3 + ℜe(z)σ1 + ℑm(z)σ2 , (2.93)
from which we can read the generators and find the Lie algebra
T1 = σ
1 , T2 = σ
2 , T3 = iσ
3 , [TA, TB] = −2εABDQDCTC , (2.94)
where Q = diag(+ + −). The Lie algebra is the same as that of SL(2,R), with a dif-
ferent normalization and the metrics KAB, gAB are proportional. The subgroup U(1) is
generated by T3.
As we are going to see, in many instances, the adjoint index A = 1, 2, 3 can be replaced
by a symmetric pair of indices α, β = 1, 2 which can be obtained from the corresponding
Pauli matrix by left multiplication with εαβ .
Using U(1) we can always bring u to the gauge ξ = 0 in which all its components are








, z = V 2−/V
1
− . (2.95)
Then, this coset representative u(z) transforms according to the general rule u′(z) =




















The generators Pa,M are
P1,2 ≡ T1,2 , T3 ≡ M . (2.98)
Since M is diagonal and the Pa are anti-diagonal, the left-invariant 1-forms can be decom-
posed in terms of a complex Vielbein e = e1 + ie2 and a real connection ϑ as











we find that they are given by
































(1− |z|2)2 . (2.102)
The Killing vectors and momentum maps can be computed by using the general for-
mulae eqs. (2.26) and (2.28). Using the definition of the adjoint action of a group on its
Lie algebra eq. (2.9):
TBΓAdj(u
−1)BA = u














It is convenient to use the symmetric pairs αβ to label the Killing vectors and momen-
tum maps. We get, introducing a global factor of −i to make them real
k(αβ) 1 + ik(αβ) 2 = iV α−V
β
− , (2.106)





a = −ik(αβ) aεαγTAγβ , PA = −iP (αβ)εαγTAγβ . (2.108)
2.3.3 E7(+7)/SU(8)



































where all the indices are complex SU(8) indices raised and lowered by complex conjugation




−(vT )IJ AB (uT )IJAB
)
. (2.110)
The Usp(28, 28) condition implies for the 28× 28 matrices u and v the two conditions
u†u− v†v = 1 ,
vTu+ uT v = 0 .
(2.111)






















E7(+7) acts on the AB indices and the compensating (scalar-dependent) SU(8) trans-
formations act on the IJ indices. A parametrization in terms of independent scalar fields
can be found, for instance in ref. [40].
Each column of the above matrix provides a set of complex vectors labeled by the
pair IJ transforming in the fundamental (i.e 56) representation under E7(+7). The action
of this group on the fundamental representation in this complex basis can be described
as follows: consider, for instance the complex combinations of the electric and magnetic
2-form field strengths FAB given by





F ij − iGij
)
ΓijAB , (2.112)
where ij are antisymmetric pairs of real SL(8) indices, the F ij are the 28 electric field
strengths of the theory, the Gij are the 28 magnetic field strengths defined from the La-
grangian of the theory L by






and the Γijs are the SO(8) gamma matrices. Then, the infinitesimal action of E7(+7) on


















where the ΛAB are the anti-Hermitian parameters of infinitesimal SU(8) transformations,
(i.e. Λ∗AB = −ΛBA and ΛAA = 0) and where the off-diagonal infinitesimal parameters
ΣABCD are complex self-dual, that is











































































of h = su(8) will also be denoted MF
E
and the generators of the
complement TEFGH will be denoted by PEFGH . In order to avoid confusion, in this section
the indices in the adjoint representation of E7(+7) will be A,B, . . . and correspond to the
pairs EF plus the quartets EFGH. The metric in e7(+7) gAB will be
gAB ≡ Tr(TATB) . (2.119)
Using the explicit form of the generators TA written above one can also compute
explicitly the structure constants fAB
C, the Killing metric KAB and the metric gAB. The






































The Vielbein and H-connection are defined by











and, using eq. (2.109) one finds that they are given by
ϑIJKL = −(u†)IJABduABKL + (v†)IJ ABdvABKL ,
eIJKL = −(u†)IJABdv∗ABKL + (v†)IJ ABdu∗ABKL .
(2.122)
From the Maurer-Cartan equations it follows that
DeIJKL ≡ deIJKL − ϑIJMN ∧ eMNKL + eIJMN ∧ ϑ∗MNKL = 0 , (2.123)
RIJKL ≡ dϑIJKL − ϑIJmn ∧ ϑMNKL = eIJMN ∧ e∗MNKL . (2.124)
Again, in order to compute the Killing vectors and momentum maps we use the same
reasoning as in the previous example, arriving to
kA















3 Noether 1-forms and dualization
For each isometry of the metric Gmn(φ) with Killing vector kAm(φ), the σ-model action
eq. (2.20) has a global symmetry with δAφ
m = kA
m(φ). According to Noether’s first theo-
rem, there is a current density jA























The Noether 1-form is defined by
jA = GmnkAmdφn , (3.2)






= −gABΓAdj(u)Ba ea , (3.3)
which can also be obtained from the explicitly right-invariant expression eq. (2.59) for the
transformation δAu = TAu.
22
The above expression makes it easier to show that not all of these 1-forms are inde-






−1Du] = 0 , (3.5)
where we have used eq. (2.58) and the orthogonality of the basis of h and k in symmetric
spaces. Observe that the above expression is not simply ji = 0.






−1Du] = −gabeb . (3.6)
This expression and the previous one appear in the equations of motion of the scalars
eq. (2.71) and in the gauge identities eq. (2.70). Thus, these can be rewritten, respectively
in the form
em
aD ⋆ [jAΓAdj(u)Aa] = 0 , (3.7)
D ⋆ [jAΓAdj(u)Ai] = 0 . (3.8)
Using the explicit form of the H-covariant derivatives, we find that these equations can





ad ⋆ jA = 0 , (3.9)
ΓAdj(u)
A
id ⋆ jA = 0 . (3.10)
Combining these equations with the explicit form of the Killing vectors eq. (2.26) we




= −d ⋆ jA . (3.11)
The moral of these results is that the equations of motion of the scalars can be seen as
combinations (projections) of some more fundamental equations: the conservation laws of
22The complete infinitesimal transformation of u must include the compensating H-transformations that
act from the right:
δAu = TAu+ uWA
iMi , (3.4)

















the Noether currents. The latter can completely replace the former. But only the Noether
1-forms can be dualized.
The Noether 1-forms are closed on-shell and, on-shell, they can be dualized by intro-
ducing as many (d− 2)-forms BA related to them by
⋆ jA ≡ dBA ≡ HA , (3.12)
solving locally the conservation laws. As usual, the Bianchi identities of the original fields
become the equations of motion of the dual ones. The obvious candidate to Bianchi
identity is
D (ΓAdj(u−1)aAgABjB) = 0 , (3.13)
by virtue of eq. (3.6) and Cartan structure equation Dea = 0 which is equivalent to the
first set of Maurer-Cartan eqs. (2.14). Then, the equations of motion satisfied by the
2-forms are23
D (ΓAdj(u)Aa ⋆ HA) = 0 . (3.14)
There are only dimG− dimH equations, which means that we cannot solve for all the
HA. We must also use the constraint
ΓAdj(u)
A
iHA = 0 , (3.15)
which follows from eq. (3.5).
It would be desirable to have a kinetic term for the (d− 2)-forms BA from which the





MABHA ∧ ⋆HB , (3.16)
where the scalar-dependent matrix MAB is defined by
MAB ≡ ΓAdj(u)AaΓAdj(u−1)aCgCB , (3.17)
and is obviously singular, with rank(MAB)=dimG−dimH becauseMABΓAdj(u−1)iA=0 ∀i.
This means that the combinations ΓAdj(u)
A
iHA which are constrained to vanish, do not en-







so the above action is invariant.






MABjA ∧ ⋆jB . (3.19)
Furthermore, observe that, if we define
ΓAdj(u)
A



























gabHa ∧ ⋆Hb , where Ha = DBa . (3.21)
Notice, however, that the restriction Bi = 0 is not equivalent to eq. (3.15).





= 0 . (3.22)
Projecting them with ΓAdj(u










b ⋆ HA ∝ ea . (3.24)
However, if we project the equations of motion with ΓAdj(u







= −eafabigbcΓAdj(u)Ac ⋆ HA = 0 , (3.25)
which, upon use of the previous solutions gives a non-trivial constraint that we do not want:
R(ϑ)i = 0 . (3.26)
We have not found any completely satisfactory way of solving this problem in general.
Notice that a similar problem appeared with dualization of 3-form potential A3 of
eleven dimensional supergravity. Its action [41] contains, besides the kinetic term of A3
and interaction of A3 with fermions, the Chern-Simons type term dA3 ∧ A3 ∧ A3, and
this makes impossible to construct a dual action including 6-form potential A6 instead
of A3 [42, 43].
However, there exists the duality invariant action of 11-d supergravity including both
A6 and A3 potentials [8]. It was constructed using the PST (Pasti-Sorokin-Tonin) ap-
proach [11, 12] and reproduce a (nonlinear) duality relation between the (generalized) field
strengths of A6 and A3 as a gauge fixed version of the equations of motion. Notice that
this action can be presented formally as a sigma model action [10] for a supergroup with
fermionic generator associated to A3 and bosonic generators associated to A6 [44].
Then it is natural to expect that the similar situation occurs in our case of dualization
of “non-Abelian” scalars. Even if the non-existence of a consistent way to write dual action
in terms of only (d − 2) forms dual to a scalars parametrizing a non-Abelian coset were
proved, this would not prohibit the existence of a PST-type action involving both the
scalars and the (d− 2) forms and producing the duality equations (3.12) as a gauge fixed
version of the equations of motion. Moreover, for the particular case of SU(1, 1)/U(1) coset
such action was constructed in [9], where it was also incorporated in the complete action

















The generalization of the action from ref. [9] for the generic case of scalars parametriz-







gABjA ∧ ⋆jB + 1
2
gijF
i ∧ ⋆Fj + (−1)
d
2
gAB HA ∧ v iv ⋆HB , (3.28)
where
HA = HA + ⋆jA + ΓAdj(u−1)iA ⋆ Fi
≡ HA + ⋆jA + P iA ⋆ Fi , (3.29)
the one-form v is constructed from the PST scalar a(x), the (would be) auxiliary field








and Fi = dx
µFµi(x) is an auxiliary one-form carrying the index of H-generators. The
contraction symbol is defined, as usual, by
ivjA = v
µjµA , ivHA =
1
(d− 2)!dx
ν(D−2) ∧ . . . ∧ dxν1Hν1...ν(d−2)µ vµ . (3.31)
We assume the derivative of the PST scalar to be a time-like vector so that the square
root in denominator is well defined (in our mostly minus signature), vµv
µ = 1, and
HA = v ∧ ivHA + ⋆(v ∧ iv ⋆ HA) , (3.32)
is valid for any (d− 2)-form and, in particular, for our HA = dBA.
The study of this action and derivation of the duality conditions from its equa-
tions of motion is out of the scope of this paper. Here we would like to stress the
roˆle the momentum map (2.28) plays in it: the auxiliary one-form Fi always enter
the action in contraction Fi P
i
A. Indeed, this is the case for HA (3.29), and, due to
jAΓAdj(u)
A











A Fi) ∧ ⋆(jB + P jA Fj) + (−1)
d
2
gAB HA ∧ v iv ⋆HB . (3.33)
We hope to return to the study the properties of this action and its applications in
supergravity context in future publications.
3.1 Examples
3.1.1 SL(2,R)/SO(2)
A short calculation gives
Duu−1 = 1
2
























e2ϕχd|τ |2 + 1
4




e2ϕχd|τ |2 + 1
4
e2ϕ(1− |τ |2)dχ .
(3.35)
As expected, they are not independent: they are related by one (dim H) relation of the
form eq. (3.5) where ΓAdj(u)
A
3 is the third column of the SO(2, 1) matrix in eq. (2.83).







|τ |2 12(1− |τ |2)χ −12(1 + |τ |2)χ
1
2(1− |τ |2)χ e−2ϕ + 14(1− |τ |2)2 −14(1− |τ |4)
−12(1 + |τ |2)χ −14(1− |τ |4) −e−2ϕ + 14(1 + |τ |2)2

 . (3.36)
The combinations of dual (d−1)-form field strengths HA that occur in that action are
ΓAdj(u)
A



























eϕ|τ |2(H2 −H3) = 0 . (3.38)
The relation between these three (d − 1)-form field strengths and the scalars (the





and, with the help of the above constraint we can invert it, expressing entirely the three
field strengths in terms of the scalars. The relations are equivalent to HA = ⋆jA.
3.1.2 E7(+7)/SU(8)
Using the same properties we used to find the Killing vectors and momentum maps
eqs. (2.125) we find the Noether 1-forms are given by jAABCDe
ABCD where the eABCD are
the Vielbein and the components are given by
jAABCD = Tr
[TABCDU−1TAU] . (3.40)
The explicit expressions can be easily computed using the generators and (inverse)























Observe that the 1-forms jE
F
ABCD

















4 NGZ 1-forms and dualization in d = 4
The bosonic action of all 4-dimensional ungauged supergravities (and many other interest-













where the indices Λ,Σ = 1, · · · , n (the total number of fundamental vector fields) and
where NΛΣ(φ) is known as the period matrix and it is symmetric and, by convention, has
a negative definite imaginary part. The σ-model metric Gmn(φ) is that of a Riemannian
symmetric space in all N > 2 cases (and in many other cases as well) and this is the case
that we want to consider here in order to apply the results derived in the previous sections.
First of all, we want to rewrite this action in differential-form language and using the
coset representative u:
S =
∫ {− ⋆ R+Tr[u−1Du ∧ ⋆u−1Du]− 4ℑmNΛΣFΛ ∧ ⋆FΣ − 4ℜeNΛΣFΛ ∧ FΣ} . (4.2)
Then, we define the dual vector field strengths
GΛ ≡ ℑmNΛΣ ⋆ FΣ + ℜeNΛΣFΣ , or GΛ+ ≡ N ∗ΛΣFΣ+ . (4.3)
The last relation is known as a (linear) twisted self-duality constraint. Defining the sym-







the equations of motion and the Bianchi identities can be written together as
dFM = 0 , (4.5)
which can be solved locally by assuming the existence of 1-form potentials AM
FM = dAM . (4.6)
This set of equations is invariant under linear transformations






As it is well known, the preservation of the twisted self-duality constraint requires the
simultaneous transformation of the period matrix according to the rule

















The preservation of the symmetry of N and of the negative definiteness of ℑmN (to-
gether with the preservation of the energy-momentum tensor) require S to be an Sp(2n,R)
transformation, that is






Finally, if these transformations are going to be symmetries of the equations of motion, the
form of the period matrix as a function of the scalars must be preserved, and this requires
the above transformation rule for N to be equivalent to a transformation of the scalars:
N ′(φ) = N (φ′) . (4.10)
This transformation of the scalars must be an isometry of the σ-model metric. Thus, the
symmetries of the equations of motion of the theory are the group G of the isometries of the
σ-model metric which act on the vector fields embedded in the symplectic group.24 These
isometries always leave invariant the scalars’ kinetic term but only some of them may leave
invariant the whole action because many involve electric-magnetic duality rotations. Thus,
there is a Noether 1-form for each isometry of the scalar sector, and we are going to denote








but, in general, they do not have a standard completion to Noether 1-forms of the full
theory. A completion does, nevertheless, exist in all cases and it was found by Gaillard
and Zumino in ref. [16]. To construct the Noether-Gaillard-Zumino (NGZ) 1-form we first
need to define the infinitesimal generators of G in the representation in which they act on
the vector fields, {TA}. By assumption TA ∈ sp(2n,R) and
δAFM = TAMNFN . (4.12)
Then, the NGZ 1-forms are given by
jA = j
(σ)
A − 2TAMN ⋆ (FN ∧ AM ) , AM = ΩMNAN . (4.13)
Observe that the NGZ 1-forms are not invariant under the gauge transformations of
the 1-forms δσAM = dσM precisely because the Noether 1-forms j(σ)A are. Let us check
that they are conserved on-shell. First, the conservation equation takes the form
d ⋆ jA = d ⋆ j
(σ)
A − 2TAMNFN ∧ FM , (4.14)
where we have used eqs. (4.5). Now we are going to see that this equation is proportional
to the projection of the scalar equations of motion with the Killing vectors. The scalar








= 0 , (4.15)
24We are going to ignore the possibility of scalars which do not couple to the vector fields because this

















where SGauged is the σ-model action normalized as in eq. (2.65). Contracting with the













= 0 , (4.16)
where we have used eq. (3.11). The infinitesimal transformation rule for the period matrix




= TAΛΣ −NΛΩTAΩΣ + TAΛΩNΩΣ −NΛTAΩ∆N∆Σ , (4.19)









A − 2TAMNFM ∧ FN
]
= 0 . (4.20)
The conservation of the NGZ 1-forms can be solved locally by the introduction of
2-forms BA such that
⋆ jA = dBA , ⇒ ⋆j(σ)A = dBA + 2TAMNFN ∧ AM ≡ HA , (4.21)
where HA are the 3-form field strengths, gauge invariant under
δσAM = dσM , δσBA = dσA − 2TAMNFN ∧ dσM , (4.22)
and satisfying the Bianchi identities
dHA − 2TAMNFM ∧ FN = 0 . (4.23)
The equations of motion have the same form as in the general case studied in section 3.
Observe that the NGZ currents are subject to the same constraint as the Noether
currents, eq. (3.5), because kA
mΓAdj(u)
A
i = 0 and because of eq. (4.20).
26 Together, they
lead to the constraints
TiMNΓ(u−1)MPΓ(u−1)NQFP ∧ FQ = 0 , and HAΓAdj(u)Ai . (4.24)






N , where TA
P
[MΩN ]P = 0 . (4.17)
The different block components of TA
M


















Λ , TAΛΣ = TAΣΛ , TA
ΛΣ = TA
ΣΛ . (4.18)

















4.1 Supersymmetry and the momentum map
4.1.1 Supersymmetry transformations of (d− 2)-forms
In supersymmetric theories the (d− 2)-form fields dual to the scalars, BA, must transform
under supersymmetry and the algebra of the supersymmetry transformations acting on
these fields, δǫBA, must close on shell.
In the N = 1, 2, d = 4 cases [45, 46] these transformations were found to have leading
terms with a common structure27 that can be generalized to all N and, actually, to all d:
δǫBAµ1···µ(d−2) ∼ PAi(Mi)IJ ǫ¯Jγ[µ1···µ(d−3)ψµ(d−2)] I
+DmPAi(Mi)IJ ǫ¯Jγµ1···µ(d−2)λmI + · · ·
(4.25)
In this expression I, J are R-symmetry indices (that is, a representation of H), ψµI are the
gravitini, λmI are dilatini or, more generally, the supersymmetric partners of the scalars,
labeled here by m,n, p, (Mi)
I
J are the generators of the Lie algebra of H in the same repre-
sentation, and the PA
i are the momentum maps of the isometries of the coset space G/H or
the holomorphic and tri-holomorphic momentum maps of Ka¨hler-Hodge and quaternionic-
Ka¨hler spaces in in N = 1, 2, d = 4 theories.28 Henceforth, the index A is a “global”
adjoint G index. D is the H-covariant derivative acting on the momentum map (or the
Ka¨hler- or SU(2)-covariant derivatives in the Ka¨hler-Hodge and quaternionic-Ka¨hler cases
and, according to the previous observation, only the i index has to be covariantized for.
The additional terms in this supersymmetry transformation rule are proportional to other
p-forms of the theory and are associated to the Chern-Simons terms in the (d − 1)-form
field strengths HA.
The second term in this proposal adopts slightly different forms depending on the
theory under consideration. First of all, one can always apply the main property of the
momentum map eq. (2.46) which also appears in different guises: eqs. (2.34) in coset spaces
G/H, (A.16) and (A.19) in Ka¨hler-Hodge spaces and, finally, (B.14) in quaternionic-Ka¨hler
spaces. Then, one can use different properties of the H-curvature so that it does not appear
explicitly: eq. (2.18) in coset spaces G/H, the Ka¨hler-Hodge condition that identifies the
Ka¨hler 2-form J with the curvature of the complex bundle in Ka¨hler-Hodge spaces, and the
condition that relates the curvature of the SU(2) connection to the hyperKa¨hler structure
eq. (B.6) in quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifolds.
Furthermore, observe that in the second term of eq. (B.17), the hyperini ζα carry a
single Sp(2nh) index α but their product with the Quadbein UαI
u carries an R-symmetry
index I plus a hyperscalar index u, according to the general expectation.
The example in section 5.1.3 provides additional confirmation of the universality of
the above supersymmetry transformation rule.
The above proposal looks different from the exact result obtained in superspace for
the N = 8, d = 4 theory in ref. [47], but one has to take into account that the 2-forms and
27The N = 2 cases, Special-Ka¨hler and Quaternionic-Ka¨hler target spaces for the scalars, are reviewed
in appendices A.1 and B.1, respectively.

















their 3-form field strengths in that reference carry “local” (H=SU(8)) indices instead of
“global” adjoint E7(+7) indices. The relation between these two sets of variables is
BA ≡ BBΓAdj(u)BA , (4.26)
and it is not difficult to see that the supersymmetry transformation rules eq. (4.25) split into
δǫBi µ1···µ(d−2) ∼ (Mi)IJ ǫ¯Jγ[µ1···µ(d−3)ψµ(d−2)] I + · · · (4.27)
δǫBaµ1···µ(d−2) ∼ fabi(Mi)IJ ǫ¯Jγµ1···µ(d−2)ebmλmI + · · · (4.28)
In the particular case of N = 8, d = 4 supergravity we can make use of the results of
ref. [47]. Using Weyl spinor notation and taking into account that




ǫABCDIJKLχαJKL , and λ¯
ABCD
α˙ I = −2δ[AI χ¯α˙BCD] . (4.29)
2. The structure constants corresponding to the commutators [h, h] ∈ k, generically
denoted by fab



















L − 18δKLδIJ ,
we find that the above generic equations, that can be extracted from the superfield results





















On the other hand, the corresponding relation for the 3-form field strengths
HA ≡ HBΓAdj(u)BA , (4.33)
together with eq. (4.24) explain, from a technical point of view, why the Hi were found in
ref. [47] to be dual to fermion bilinears.
4.1.2 Tensions of supersymmetric (d− 1)-branes
The supersymmetry transformations of the (d − 2)-forms into the gravitini determine the
tension of the 1/2-supersymmetric (d − 3)-branes that couple to them in a κ-symmetric
action (see, for instance, ref. [45]), if any. The explicit construction of the U-duality-
invariant and κ-symmetric actions of the 1/2-supersymmetric (d− 3)-branes, in the same
spirit as the construction of the SL(2,R)-invariant actions for all branes in type IIB d = 10

















been carried out for the N = 2, d = 4 case [45]. Nevertheless, some general lessons can be
learned from those results and from the general form of the supersymmetry transformations
of (d− 2)-form potentials eq. (4.25).
On general grounds, (d − 3)-branes will be characterized by charges in the adjoint
representation of G, qA and the Wess-Zumino term in their effective world-volume action




Then, the supersymmetry transformation rule eq. (4.25) requires the presence of a





which we conjecture to be of the form
T(d−3) =
√
|qAqBPAiPBjgij | . (4.36)
Observe that the rank dimH matrix PA
iPB
jgij is related to the matrix M
AB defined
in eq. (3.17) by
PA
iPB
jgij = gAB − gACgBDMCD , (4.37)
and for (d− 3)-brane charges in the conjugacy class qAqBgAB = 0 (which is the conjugacy




which is the expression one would have guessed from eq. (3.19).
Clearly, more work is needed in order to find the complete κ-invariant worldvolume
actions, find the U-duality-invariant (d−3)-brane tensions and, eventually, prove the above
conjecture, but we think that our arguments concerning the general structure of the su-
persymmetry transformation eq. (4.25) give some support to it.
4.1.3 Fermion shifts
The holomorphic and triholomorphic momentum maps (resp. PA and PAx) also appear nat-
urally in the so-called fermion shifts of the supersymmetry transformations of the fermions
of gauged N = 1, 2, d = 4 supergravities. For the standard gauging (using the fundamental
vectors AΛ as gauge fields for perturbative symmetries of the action), the supersymmetry
transformations of the gravitini, gaugini and hyperini of N = 2, d = 4 supergravity can be
29T-duality-invariant Wess-Zumino terms for the κ-symmetric world-volume effective actions of all branes

















written in the form:30










Ii = i 6DZiǫI +
[( 6Gi+ +W i) εIJ + i
2




δǫζα = iUαI u 6DquǫI +NαIǫI ,
(4.39)









gL∗ΛkΛi = − i
2
gGij∗f∗Λj∗PΛ ,






As usual in N > 1, the scalar potential is given by an expression quadratic in the
fermion shifts:
V (Z,Z∗, q) = −6S∗xSx + 2Gij∗W iW ∗j∗ + 1
2















The presence of the momentum map on all those terms is due to their transformations
properties under global duality transformations. To make this fact manifest and gain more
insight in the structure of these terms, it is convenient to use the embedding tensor31 ϑM
A.
This object relates each symmetry generator (A index) to the vector field of the theory
that gauges it (M index). Introducing the embedding tensor in the fermion shifts restores






W i = − i
2
DiV∗MϑMAPA ,






30See, for instance, refs. [18, 26, 27]. The momentum maps carry an index Λ here which associates them
to the vector field that gauges the corresponding global symmetry. It is understood in this notation that
only the momentum maps associated to the gauge symmetries occur in these expressions. This notation is
considerably improved by the introduction of the embedding tensor, as awe are going to see.
31The embedding tensor and its associated formalism were introduced in refs. [52–54]. They were devel-
oped in the context of the maximal 4-dimensional supergravity in refs. [55, 56], but its use is by no means
restricted to that context (see chapter 2 in ref. [18] and references therein).
32The details of such a general gauged theory have not yet been worked out in the literature.
33The gauge coupling constant g is also replaced by the embedding tensor, since it can describe several

















while the scalar potential must take the form









Our general definition of momentum map shares the same transformation properties
and, therefore, the momentum maps should occur in all the fermion shifts of all theories.
The expressions given in the literature, though, are written in a different language which
obscures this point. Here we are going to show in several examples how the momentum
map allows one to rewrite the fermion shifts in a universal way if one makes use of the
embedding tensor.
Let us consider first the N > 2, d = 4 theories with vector multiplets (whenever
possible). It is convenient to use the formulation of ref. [57] that can describe all these
theories simultaneously and in a language very close to that of the N = 2, d = 4 theories
coupled to vector multiplets.34
We just need to know some details of this formulation: the N = 2 symplectic section
VM that describes the scalars in the vector multiplets and its Ka¨hler-covariant derivative
DiVM are now generalized to VMIJ = −VMJI and VMi where the indices I, J = 1, · · · ,N
and i, j = 1, · · · , nV (the number of vector multiplets). The fermions in the supergravity
multiplet are ψµ I , χIJK , χ
IJKLM (antisymmetric in all the SU(N ) indices, and χIJKLM =
1
3!ε
IJKLMNOPQχOPQ for N = 8).35 The fermions in the generic vector supermultiplet are
λiI and λi
IJK (again, antisymmetric in all the SU(N ) indices, and λiIJK = εIJKLλiL for
N = 4). There are no vector multiplets for N > 4. However, in this formalism, several
fields of the N = 6 theory are treated as if belonging to a vector supermultiplet and




J1···J5 and λIJK = 13!ε
IJKLMNχLMN . In practice, in N = 6, it is easier to
work with λI and χIJK , which fit in the general pattern.
Combining this knowledge with the fermion shifts of the N = 2 theories written
above,36 it is not difficult to guess the form of the generic fermion shifts:
δǫψµ I ∼ · · ·+ VMIKϑMAPAi(Mi)KJγµǫJ , (4.44)
δǫχIJK ∼ · · ·+ VM [IJ |ϑMAPAi(Mi)L|K]ǫL (4.45)
δǫλiI ∼ · · ·+ VMiϑMAPAi(Mi)J IǫJ , (4.46)
where we have boldfaced the H indices to distinguish them from those labeling the vector
supermultiplets. For the N = 3, 5 cases there are additional fermion fields which are
independent of ψµ I , χIJK , λi I and whose fermion shifts are more difficult to guess. We
have found the following possibilities:37
34So far, this formalism has been used only in ungauged supergravities. Our proposals for the fermion
shifts should help to extend this formulation to the most general gauged theories.
35χIJKLM is only relevant as an independent field for N = 5, because it is also related to another field
for N = 6, as awe are going to see.
36Evidently, the fermion shifts in the hyperini will not be generalized, as there are no hypermultiplets in
N 6= 2, d = 4 theories.

















1. For the SU(3) singlets λi =
1
3!εIJKλi
IJK of N = 3
δǫλi ∼ · · ·+ εIJKVMi ϑMAPAi(Mi)ILδLJǫK . (4.47)
2. For the SU(5) singlet χ = 15!εI1···I5χ
I1···I5 of N = 5
δǫχ ∼ · · ·+ εI1I2I3I4I5VMI1I2ϑMAPAiδI3J(Mi)J I4ǫI5 . (4.48)
In many gauged supergravities (see, for instance the N = 3, d = 4 theories [58, 59] or
the N = 2, d = 8 theories [60, 61]), the fermion shifts are given in terms of the “dressed
structure constants” of the gauge group. In the SO(3)-gauged N = 2, d = 8 theory of
ref. [60], and in the conventions used there, these are defined by
fij
k ≡ LimLjnLpkfmnp , where fmnp = ǫmnp , (4.49)
and where Li
m is the SL(3,R)/SO(3) coset representative (m,n, p = 1, 2, 3 are indices in
the fundamental (vector) representation of SL(3,R) and i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 are indices in the
fundamental representation of SO(3)) and Lm
i = (L−1)m
i is its inverse.38
The dressed structure constants can be rewritten in terms of the three momentum
maps Pm
n and the three Killing vectors km
a (where a labels the generators of the coset)




















where we have used the (transposed of the) definition of the adjoint action of the group on
the algebra eq. (2.9).
Similar identities can be used in other supergravities and we hope the use of the
momentum map can be of help in writing all gauged supergravity theories in a homogenous
language.
4.2 Examples
4.2.1 N = 4, d = 4 supergravity
The bosonic fields of pure N = 4, d = 4 supergravity are the metric, the axidilaton τ =

























38In our notation Li
m = umi, the transposed.

















The action of this theory is invariant under SO(6) rotations of the vector fields, whose











Σ = −TaΣΛ . (4.53)
The equations of motion are also invariant under the SL(2R) group of simultaneous electric-
magnetic rotation of all the electric field strengths FΛ into the dual magnetic ones GΛ
defined in eq. (4.3). The symplectic generators associated to these transformations are the
tensor products of those in eq. (2.73) by the identity in 6 dimensions. More explicitly





















We will denote the generators of SL(2,R) with the label α to distinguish them from
those of the SO(6) group. Observe that there are no scalars associated to SO(6). The
only scalar, the axidilaton, is invariant under SO(6). Since this group is a symmetry of
the action, the NGZ current coincides with the Noether current, has no scalar contribution
and is given by
ja = −2TaMN ⋆ (FN ∧ AM ) . (4.55)
Using Maxwell equations and Bianchi identities of the vector fields we find that
d ⋆ ja = −2TaMNFN ∧ FM , (4.56)
which vanishes identically due to the antisymmetry of the SO(6) generators. In this case,
evidently, there is nothing to be dualized and there are no 2-forms Ba.




α − 2TαMN ⋆ (FN ∧ AM ) , α = 1, 2, 3 . (4.57)
It is necessary to use the equations of motion of the scalars (and not just the Maxwell
equations and Bianchi identities) to show that they are conserved on-shell. They are
dualized into 3 2-forms Bα according to the general prescription. We will not give the
details here.
4.2.2 N = 8, d = 4 supergravity
The above general scheme can be applied to N = 8, d = 4 supergravity even if we use a





































5 The higher-dimensional, higher-rank NGZ 1-forms and dualization
In d > 4 dimensions supergravity theories may contain dynamical fields which are differ-
ential forms of rank p > 1. The global symmetries of the theory can act on these field as
rotations or, when the rank and dimension allow it (d = 2(p + 1)), as electric-magnetic
transformations. The latter are not symmetries of the action but, nevertheless, as in the
4-dimensional case, a generalized Noether-Gaillard-Zumino (NGZ) current 1-form jA which
is conserved on shell can be defined for each and all the generators of the full duality group.
The equation that expresses this conservation can be written in a universal form: let
F I , Hm, G
a, . . . be, respectively, the 2-, 3-, 4-, . . . form field strengths of the n1, n2, n3, . . .
fundamental 1-, 2-, 3-, . . . fields of the theory and let F˜I , H˜
m, G˜a, . . . their dual (d− 2)-,
(d − 3)-, (d − 4)-, . . . form field strengths. As the indices chosen show, if the fundamen-
tal field strengths F I , Hm, G





J , δAHm = −TAnmHn, δAGa = TAabGb, . . . , the dual field strengths must trans-
form in the conjugate representations, that is δAF˜I = −TAJI F˜J , δAH˜m = TAmnH˜n,
δAG˜a = −TAbaG˜b, . . . The only exception to these transformation rules are the electric-






transforms as a Sp(2n1,R) vector according to δAFM = TAMNFN with
TA
M
N ∈ sp(2n1,R). In d = 6, electric-magnetic duality transformations relate Hm





transforms as a SO(n2, n2) vector according to
δAHM = TAMNHN with TAMN ∈ so(n1, n1) etc.
It is not difficult to see through the 5- and 8-dimensional examples we are going to
present next that the equation satisfied by the Noether current 1-forms is always, up to
conventional coefficients, of the form
− kAx δS
δφx
= d ⋆ jA + TA
I
JF
J ∧ F˜I + TAmnH˜n ∧Hm · · · = 0 , (5.1)
and in the exceptional cases mentioned above, one should replace TA
I
JF




NFM ∧ FN , TAmnH˜n ∧Hm by 12TAMNHM ∧HN etc.
On-shell, the above equation would take the form
d ⋆ jNGZA = 0 , (5.2)
but it is not possible to give a general form of this current because, in each theory, the field
strengths contain different Chern-Simons terms, all of them duality-invariant. In the 5-
dimensional example that follows, we have found the explicit form, but in the 8-dimensional
one, we have not.
The dualization of the NGZ current 1-forms into (d − 2)-form potentials proceeds as
in the 4-dimensional case.
5.1 Examples
5.1.1 N = 1, d = 5 supergravities
The bosonic action of any 5-dimensional ungauged supergravity-like theory with scalars























Gxydφx ∧ ⋆dφy − 1
2
aIJF
I ∧ ⋆F J + 1
3
CIJKF
I ∧ F J ∧AK
}
, (5.3)
where Gxy(φ) is the σ-model metric, aIJ(φ) is the kinetic matrix of the vector fields and
CIJK is a constant, symmetric tensor. In supergravity theories these three couplings are
related in a very precise way, but we will not need to use this structure for our purposes.
The equations of motion of the vector fields are
d(aIJ ⋆ F
J − CIJKF J ∧AK) = 0 , (5.4)
and can be solved locally by
aIJ ⋆ F
J − CIJKF J ∧AK ≡ dA˜I , (5.5)
where the A˜I are the magnetic 2-forms dual to the vector fields. Their gauge-invariant
field strengths are
F˜I = dA˜I + CIJKF
J ∧AK , ⇒ dF˜I = CIJKF J ∧ FK , (5.6)
and are related to the vector field strengths by
F˜I = aIJ ⋆ F
J . (5.7)
The equations of motion of the scalars are
− δS
δφz
= Gzw [d ⋆ dφw + Γxywdφx ∧ ⋆dφy] + 1
2
∂zaIJF
I ∧ ⋆F J . (5.8)










which implies that the functions kA
x(φ) are Killing vectors of the σ-model metric Gxy, the
kinetic matrix satisfies
kA
x∂xaIJ = −2TAK (IaJ)K , (5.10)
and the symmetric tensor satisfies
TA
L




= d ⋆ j
(σ)
A − TAKIaJKF I ∧ ⋆F J . (5.12)
In order to dualize the Noether currents, we first have to replace the Hodge dual of
the vector field strengths by the F˜I :
− kAz δS
δφz
= d ⋆ j
(σ)






























I ∧ F˜K + 2F I ∧ A˜K)
]
= 0 . (5.14)









I ∧ F˜K + 2F I ∧ A˜K) ≡ dDA , (5.15)
with gauge-invariant field strengths and duality relation





I ∧ F˜K + 2F I ∧ A˜K) , ⋆j(σ)A = KA . (5.16)
5.1.2 N = 2, d = 8 supergravity
This example is based on the results found in ref. [62]. The possible electric fields in an
8-dimensional theory are scalars φx, 1-forms AI , 2-forms Bm, and 3-forms C
a. The most
general Abelian, massless, ungauged supergravity-like theory in 8 dimensions with this field
content can be written in the form
S =
∫ {
− ⋆ R+ 1
2
Gxydφx ∧ ⋆dφy + 1
2





ℑmNabGa ∧ ⋆Gb − 1
2
ℜeNabGa ∧Gb
− dCa ∧∆Ga − 1
2
∆Ga ∧∆Ga − 1
6








nAI ∧AJ ∧∆Hm ∧ dBn
}
. (5.17)
where Gxy,MIJ ,Mmn,Nab are scalar-dependent kinetic matrices (Nab complex and the
rest real), the field strengths are defined by
F I = dAI . (5.18)
Hm = dBm − dmIJF I ∧AJ , (5.19)
Ga = dCa + daI








m being constant deformation parameters and ∆Ga etc. denote all the terms in
the corresponding field strength but dCa etc.
The 3-forms can be dualized in 3-forms Ca with field strengths and duality relations




I ∧ F J ∧AK ,
Ga = −ℑmNabGa ∧ ⋆Gb −ℜeNabGa ∧Gb ≡ Ra ,
(5.21)
where the daI
m are constant independent parameters. The electric and magnetic 3-forms






































The 2-formsBn can be dualized into 4-forms B˜
m with field strength and duality relation




nAI ∧AJ ∧∆Hn ,
H˜m = Mmn ⋆ Hn , (5.23)
where the new deformation dmnp = d[mnp] must be related to the other deformations by
di(I|
mdi|J)
n = −2dmnpdpIJ . (5.24)
Finally, the 1-forms AI can be dualized into 6-forms A˜I with field strength and duality
relation
F˜I ≡ dA˜I + · · · ,
F˜I = MIJ ⋆ F J ,
(5.25)
where the dots stand for a very long expression that can be found in ref. [62].
As in the previous example, let us assume that the equations of motion are invariant








δABm = −TAnmBn , δACi = TAijCj ,
(5.26)



















which must be generators of the symplectic group,
TA
i
[jΩk]i = 0 , (5.28)
are different representations of the same Lie algebra as the one generated by the vectors
kA
x(φ):
[TA, TB] = fAB
CTC , [kA, kB] = −fABCkC . (5.29)
As in the previous case, this implies that the functions kA
x(φ) are Killing vectors of
the σ-model metric Gxy, the kinetic matrices satisfy41
kA
x∂xMIJ = −2TAK (IMJ)K ,
kA
x∂xMmn = 2TA(mpMn)p ,
kA
x∂xNab = −TAab −NacTAcb + TAacNcb +NacTAcdNdb ,
(5.30)
40Observe that the transformations involving the 3-forms include electric-magnetic rotations. 3-forms
in 8 dimensions transform as the 1-forms in 4-dimensions with groups which must be embedded in the
symplectic group.
41The transformation rule of the period matrix is unusual because our definition of the dual 4-form field

















and the deformation tensors dmIJ , d
i
I
m, dmnp are invariant under the δA transformations:














np]q = 0 .
(5.31)
Since, in general, these symmetries are not symmetries of the action, we proceed as in
the 4-dimensional case, contracting the equations of motion of the scalars, given by
− δS
δφx
= Gxy [d ⋆ dφy + Γzwydφz ∧ ⋆dφw]
− 1
2
∂xMIJF I ∧ ⋆F J − 1
2
∂xMmnHm ∧ ⋆Hn −Ga∂xRa ,
(5.32)










x∂xMIJF I ∧ ⋆F J − 1
2
kA
x∂xMmnHm ∧ ⋆Hn −GakAx∂xRa .
(5.33)
Using now eqs. (5.30) and the duality relations for the field strengths, we arrive to
− kAx δS
δφx










j ∧Gj = 0 , (5.34)
on shell. It is not difficult to see that the exterior derivative of the expression in the
l.h.s. of the equation vanishes due to the Bianchi identities satisfied by the field strengths
and due to the invariance of the deformation tensors expressed in the relations eqs. (5.31).
This means that it should be possible to rewrite this equation as the conservation of a
higher-dimensional NGZ current, that is
d ⋆ jNGZA = 0 , j
NGZ
A ≡ j(σ)A +∆jA , (5.35)
where ∆jA has a very long a complicated form.
A local solution of this conservation equation is provided by ⋆[j
(σ)
A + ∆jA] = dDA
where DA is a 6-form potential DA. Then, reasoning as in the 4-dimensional case, the
gauge-invariant 7-form field strength KA and its duality relation will be given by
KA ≡ dDA + ⋆∆jA , KA = ⋆j(σ)A , (5.36)









j ∧Gi . (5.37)
5.1.3 N = 2B, d = 10 supergravity
Our last example concerns the dualization of the scalars of N = 2B, d = 10 supergrav-
ity [34–36], the effective field theory of the type IIB superstring. They are the dilaton

















the SL(2,R)/SO(2) described in section 2.3.1. They are dualized into 3 8-form potentials
satisfying a constraint [9, 13] according to the general rules and the field strengths, whose
form depends very strongly on conventions, satisfy a Bianchi identity of the universal form
proposed above.
Here we want to focus on the supersymmetry transformation rules of the 8-forms,
constructed in refs. [9, 38] in the SU(1, 1)/U(1) formulation used in [35] and studied in
section 2.3.2. We want to compare them with the general form proposed in section 4.1.








− iV α+V β+ǫ¯γµ1···µ8λC + c.c.
+ · · ·
(5.38)
where we have omitted terms proportional to other p-form fields, which are related to
the Chern-Simons terms in the 9-form field strengths. Comparing now with eqs. (2.106)
and (2.107) we see that the terms constraining the gravitini are multiplied by the momen-
tum map while the terms containing the dilatini are proportional to the Killing vectors, as
expected according to our general arguments.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have reviewed the general problem of dualizing the scalars of a d-
dimensional theory into (d − 2)-form potentials preserving the dualities of the theory in
a manifest form and taking into account their possible couplings to the potentials of the
theory. We have not considered the dualization in presence of a scalar potential, since
doing this properly, requires the full tensor hierarchy machinery, which lies outside of the
scope of this paper.42
In general, the dualization procedure has to be necessarily incomplete: the non-linearly
interacting scalars cannot be replaced completely by the (d − 2)-form potentials, as often
happens in supergravity theories with most potentials. Nevertheless, one may hope to
find a PST-like formulation for them. For the particular case of scalars parametrizing the
coset SU(1,1)/U(1) the PST-type action was constructed in ref. [9] as a part of type IIB
supergravity action. Here we have presented the generalization of the action of ref. [9] for
the generic symmetric space G/H; the properties of this action and its applications will be
considered elsewhere.
Since we need to dualize conserved charges and some of the symmetries one has to
consider in supergravity theories leave invariant the equations of motion but not the action,
it is necessary to consider the Noether-Gaillard-Zumino current, whose generalization to
theories in higher dimensions and with higher-rank potentials we have studied.
During this study we have found it necessary to extend the concept of momentum map
to all symmetric spaces. The holomorphic and triholomorphic momentum maps defined


















in Ka¨hler and quaternionic-Ka¨hler spaces play a very important roˆle in N = 1, 2, d =
4 supergravities: they occur in fermion shifts (and, therefore, in the scalar potentials,
where they often appear disguised as “dressed structure constants” or “T-tensors”), in
the supersymmetry transformations of the 2-forms dual to the scalars (and, therefore, in
the tensions of the strings that couple to them) and in the covariant derivatives of the
fermions in gauged supergravities. We have shown through examples that the generalized
momentum map satisfies similar equations and plays exactly the same roˆle in N > 2
and d > 4 supergravities and we have explored the general form of the supersymmetry
transformation rules of the (d− 2)-forms dual to the scalars and the fermion shifts.
InN = 1 supersymmetric mechanics one can consider general manifolds with no special
holonomy properties. When they admit isometries and we gauge them, the covariant
derivatives of the fermions contain an object that plays the same roˆle as the momentum
map. We have shown that it satisfies analogous equations and that, when the manifold
has special holonomy (Ka¨hler, quaternionic-Ka¨hler or symmetric space), this object is the
(generalized) momentum map. We have, therefore, proposed a more fundamental definition
for the momentum map that encompasses all the previous ones.
Supergravity theories have very different forms for different values of N , d, mostly
because of historical reasons: some of them have been constructed by dimensional reduc-
tion, some others in superspace or using other approaches. This complicates unnecessarily
working with them and establishing relations between them via compactifications, trun-
cations, gaugings etc. As a theories of dynamical supergeometry, it should be possible to
describe them in a more N - and d-independent form. A big step in this direction was
taken in ref. [57], specially for 4-dimensional theories, which were described in an almost
N -independent fashion, but neither the gaugings nor the higher-rank form fields were con-
sidered there. We hope the extension of the concept of momentum map proposed here and
its systematic use (specially in the construction of fermion shifts and scalars potentials)
will be useful to rewrite all gauged supergravities in a more homogeneous form.
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A Ka¨hler-Hodge manifolds in N = 1, 2, d = 4 supergravity
In this appendix we want to review briefly the definition of the holomorphic momentum
map and other structures which have their parallel in the main text in the context of
Ka¨hler-Hodge (KH) manifolds, which are not necessarily symmetric or even homogenous
spaces. We adopt the notation and conventions of refs. [18, 26].
A Ka¨hler manifold is a complex, Hermitian manifold whose fundamental 2-form J
J ≡ Jij∗dZi ∧ dZ∗ j∗ = 2iGij∗dZi ∧ dZ∗ j∗ , (A.1)
is closed
dJ = 0 . (A.2)
This equation implies the vanishing of the torsion, the identification of the Hermitian
connection with the Levi-Civita connection and the local existence of a real function, the
Ka¨hler potential K(Z,Z∗), such that
1
2i
Jij∗ = Gij∗ = ∂i∂j∗K . (A.3)
K is defined up to Ka¨hler transformations, which have the form
K′ = K + λ(Z) + λ∗(Z∗), (A.4)
were λ(Z) is an arbitrary holomorphic function of the complex coordinates Zi.
In N = 1, 2, d = 4 supergravity there are complex scalar field parametrizing Ka¨hler
manifolds and the Ka¨hler metric Gij∗ plays the role of the σ-model metric.
The Ka¨hler (connection) 1-form is defined by
Q ≡ 1
2i
(∂iKdZi − c.c.) , (A.5)
transforms under Ka¨hler transformations as a U(1) connection
Q′ = Q+ 1
2i
(∂λ− ∂∗λ∗) , (A.6)
and the Ka¨hler 2-form can be seen as its Ka¨hler-invariant curvature
J ≡ 2dQ . (A.7)
A Ka¨hler-Hodge manifold is a Ka¨hler manifold M on which a complex line bundle
L1 → M has been defined such that its first Chern class (given by the Ricci 2-form R of
the fiber’s Hermitian metric) is equal to the Ka¨hler 2-form J .
As we are going to show, in the KH manifolds of N = 1, 2, d = 4 supergravity, the
Ka¨hler 1-form connection Q and its curvature J play the same as the H= U(1) connection
ϑ and its curvature R(ϑ) defined in eqs. (2.13) and (2.18):
Q → −1
2

















even though there is no coset structure. The requirement that the Ka¨hler manifold is
actually Ka¨hler-Hodge is crucial.
The fermionic fields ofN = 1, 2 supergravity are sections of the associated U(1) bundle,





if their weight is the real number q. The Ka¨hler-covariant derivative on fields of Ka¨hler
weight q is given by
Dψ = dψ + iqQψ , (A.10)
where here Q is the spacetime pullback of the Ka¨hler 1-form. This definition should be
compared with that of the H-covariant derivative eq. (2.30).
Let us now assume that the theory we are considering has some global symmetry
transformation group acting on the scalars. These transformations must necessarily be
holomorphic isometries of the Ka¨hler metric generated by Killing vectors KA ≡ kAi(Z)∂i+
k∗A
i∗(Z∗)∂i∗ but they must also preserve the entire KH structure.
First of all, this implies that the transformations generated by the Killing vectors will
leave the Ka¨hler potential invariant up to Ka¨hler transformations:
LkAK ≡ kAi∂iK + k∗Ai
∗
∂i∗K = λA(Z) + λ∗A(Z∗) , (A.11)
for certain holomorphic functions λA(Z). This, in its turn, implies that all the fields which







under the transformation generated by KA. This is similar to the H compensating transfor-
mations described in section 2.1.1 and it is clear that the imaginary part of the holomorphic
functions λA plays the same role as the H-compensator defined in eq. (2.27)
1
2i
(λA − λ∗A) → −2WA . (A.13)
Taking another Lie derivative in eq. (A.11) we find the following equivariance property
LkAλB − LkBλA = −fABCλC , (A.14)
which is identical to that of the H-compensator eq. (2.51).
Secondly, the Ka¨hler 2-form J must also be preserved
LkAJ = ikAdJ + d(ikAJ ) = 0 . (A.15)
Eq. (A.2) and the above equation imply the local existence of real functions PA (the
holomorphic momentum maps) such that

















Comparing this equation with eq. (2.34) and taking into account the correspondences
eq. (A.8) we find that the holomorphic momentum map plays the same role as the momen-




A local solution of eq. (A.16) is
iPA = kAi∂iK − λA = −(k∗Ai
∗
∂i∗K − λ∗A) = ikAQ−
1
2i
(λA − λ∗A) , (A.18)
where we have taken into account eq. (A.11). This equation should be compared with
eq. (2.27) that relates the H-connection, the H-compensator and the momentum map.
Furthermore, the holomorphic Killing vectors can be obtained form the momentum
map (Killing prepotential)
∂iPA = ik∗A i . (A.19)
In N = 2, d = 4 supergravity theories, the Special Ka¨hler structure allows us to
find a general expression for the holomorphic momentum map in terms of the covariantly
holomorphic symplectic section VM and the symplectic generators TAMN :
PA = 〈 V∗ | TAV 〉 = T MA NV∗MVN . (A.20)
If we now gauge the group of holomorphic isometries generated by the Killing vectors
kA
i we can follow the same rules as in symmetric spaces to construct the gauge-covariant
derivatives, adding to the pullback of the H-connection (Ka¨hler connection) the product
AAPA where AA is the spacetime gauge field:
Q → Q− gAAPA = QiDZi +Qi∗DZ∗ i∗ − gAAℑmλA . (A.21)
The momentum map also occurs in the fermion shifts of the fermions’ supersymmetry
transformation rules. The details depend on the theory and its R-symmetry group and can
be found, for instance, in ref. [18].
A.1 2-form potentials from the Ka¨hler-Hodge manifolds of N = 1, 2, d = 4
supergravity
The dualization of the complex scalars of N = 1 and N = 2, d = 4 supergravities belonging
to chiral and vector supermultiplets can be performed following the general procedure
outlined in section 4. To finish the job, though, a supersymmetry transformation rule
must be provided for the dual 2-form fields, at least to lowest (zeroth) order in fermions.
The supersymmetry algebra must close on shell and up to duality relations between the
magnetic and electric vector fields and between the 2-forms and the NGZ currents.
This was first done in the N = 2, d = 4 theories in ref. [45]. After the use of the
expression for the momentum maps eq. (A.20), the supersymmetry transformation rules
found there can be written in the form





















The commutator of two of these supersymmetry transformations gives
[δη, δǫ] = δg.c.t.(ξ) + δgauge(Λ) + δgauge(Λ1) . (A.23)
where ξµ are the parameters of general coordinate transformations, ΛM are the 0-form
parameters of the gauge transformations of the gauge fields AMµ and Λ1A are the 1-
form parameters of the gauge transformations of the 2-form fields BAµν . Their explicit
expressions can be found in ref. [45].
In the actual computation of the commutator, the derivative of the momentum map,
which gives the corresponding Killing vector and the scalar part of the NGZ current appears
naturally. Upon dualization, that term gives the contraction of the 3-form field strengthHA
with ξµ, which is a general coordinate transformation of BA up to a gauge transformation.
The supersymmetry transformation rule for the 2-forms of N = 1, d = 4 supergravity








∂iPAǫ¯γµνχi + c.c.− 2TAMNAM [µδǫANν] . (A.24)
B Quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifolds in N = 2, d = 4 supergravity
The structures constructed for symmetric spaces can also be generalized to quaternionic-
Ka¨hler (QK) spaces, 4m-dimensional Riemannian spaces whose holonomy group is
SU(2)× Sp(2m).
A QK manifold is a 4m-dimensional Riemannian manifold that satisfies the following
properties:
1. It admits a triplet of complex structures Jxm
n, x = 1, 2, 3 satisfying the algebra of
the unit imaginary quaternions
Jxm
pJyp
n = −δxyδmn + εxyzJzmn . (B.1)
(Observe that this property implies the property that characterizes complex struc-
tures (Jx)2 = −1 , ∀x.)







We can define a triplet of Ka¨hler 2-forms (hyperKa¨hler 2-form)
Jxmn ≡ Jxmpgnp . (B.3)
3. There is a SU(2) bundle over the QK space with connection 1-form Axmdφ
m and it
is required that the hyperKa¨hler 2-form is covariantly constant with respect to it:
DmJ
x
np ≡ ∇m(ω)Jxnp + εxyz AymJznp = 0 , (B.4)

















4. The SU(2) curvature, defined by
Fx ≡ dAx + 1
2
εxyzAy ∧ Az , (B.5)
is proportional to the hyperKa¨hler structure
Fx = κ Jx . (B.6)
In N = 2, d = 4 κ = −1. (If κ = 0 the manifold is a just a hyperKa¨hler manifold).
This last property of QK manifolds combined with the relation between the SU(2)
component of the curvature 2-form of the Levi-Civita connection (obtained through the






q = −2mκJxmn , (B.7)
plays the same role as the relation between the Ka¨hler 2-form and the Ricci 2-form in
Ka¨hler-Hodge manifolds. It establishes a bridge between symmetric spaces and QK spaces:
here, A will play the role of the H = SU(2) connection ϑ and the hyperKa¨hler structure
Jx will play the role of the curvature R(ϑ) thanks to the above property.
Ax → ϑx , Jx → 1
κ
Rx(ϑ) . (B.8)
The fermionic fields of N = 2, d = 4 supergravity are sections of the SU(2) bundle







and the SU(2)-covariant derivative acting on them is given by




Compare this definition with that of the H-covariant derivative eq. (2.30).
Now let us assume the existence of an isometry group of the QK manifold preserving
the hyperKa¨hler structure Jx. This means that the transformations generated by the
corresponding Killing vectors kA (known as triholomorphic Killing vectors) leave invariant
Jx up to an SU(2) transformation
LkAJx = −δλAJx , or LkAJx ≡ LkAJx − εxyzλyAJz = 0 , (B.11)
for some SU(2) infinitesimal parameters λxA which play the role of the H-compensators
defined in eq. (2.27)
λxA → WAx . (B.12)


















In order to determine λxA we observe that the H-compensator has to be universal : all
the objects that define the QK geometry must be invariant under the action of the isometry
and the same compensating SU(2) transformation. In particular, for the SU(2) connection
LkAA
x
m = LkAAxm +DmλxA = kAnFxnm +Dm (kAnAxn + λxA) = 0 . (B.13)
This equation implies that kA
nFxnm is the SU(2)-covariant derivative of an object that
we can identify with the (triholomorphic) momentum map:
kA






The last equation should be compared with eq. (2.27) while the first should be compared
with eq. (2.34). Using the relation between the curvature Fx and the hyperKa¨hler structure
Jx eq. (B.5) one can multiply both sides of the first equation by Jx and obtain
kA




In this equation the triholomorphic momentum map plays the role of triholomorphic Killing
prepotential.
The construction of gauge-covariant derivatives using the momentum map follows the
same pattern as in symmetric spaces (see, for instance, ref. [18]). The momentum map also
appears in all the fermion shift terms of the supersymmetry transformation rules of the
fermions of the N = 2, d = 4 theories except in those of the hyperinos. Again, the details
can be found in ref. [18].
B.1 2-form potentials from the Quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifolds in N = 2,
d = 4 supergravity
Since the hyperscalars do not couple to the vector fields, their dualization is specially simple:
the NGZ currents are equal to the Noether current of the σ-model. The supersymmetry
transformation rules for the dual 2-forms are given by [45]








α + c.c. , (B.17)
where u, v label the real coordinates of the QK manifold (the hyperscalars qu, UαJ
u are
the inverse Vielbein of the QK manifold (the tangent space index being splint into a SU(2)







Again, these supersymmetry transformation rules fit into the general pattern proposed in
section 4, once one takes into account the relation between the derivative of the triholo-
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